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Instructions For All UC-1, 2, and 3K series filters
1) SHUT OFF COLD WATER SUPPLY
2) Place CuZn™ Water Filtration System under counter. Note location of inlet and outlet holes.( If hanging the unit make sure to leave at least 3” of
clearence beneath the filter to access and change the cartridges.)
3) Disconnect the cold water supply tube from shut-off valve. (Leave the connection to the faucet in place.)

For units without third faucet (connected directly in the cold water line)

Carefully bend that existing tube and connect it to the outlet of your new CuZn Filter.
Connect the 3/8” flexible stainless tubing (included) from the inlet of your CuZn filter to the water supply at the shut off valve.
Turn on water supply. Check for leaks.

For units including a third faucet

Connect the female side of the included T to the incoming line at the shut off valve.
Connect the pre exsisting tube (still connected to your faucet) to the top 3/8” male fitting of the T
Connect one of the included 1/4” flexible stainless tubes from the male 1/4” fitting on the T to the inlet side of your CuZn Filtration system
Place (included) third faucet in position on your sink. ( A 15/32” hole may need to be drilled in your sink if it is not equipped with an additional place
for the extra faucet.)
Connect the second 1/4” flexible stainless tube from the Outlet of your new CuZn Filter to the bottom of the third faucet.
Turn on water supply. Check for leaks.

Connections should be tightened securely but not overtightened. If leaks persist, turn water supply back off, disconnect,
and apply sealant to leaking joint. Not all piping arrangements are the same. If supplied parts are not enough to make the
appropriate connections, obtain what is needed at a local hardware or plumbing supply store.
Turn cold water on and run through your filter for at least five minutes or until water is clear, to remove any media
dust or carbon fines. Drink in good health!

“Out” Flow fitting (same side as silver sticker)
Connect to faucet .

KR-101N Cartridge

Maximum Temperature
Maximum Pressure
Maximum Flow

“In” Flow Fitting. Connect to water supply
with supplied tubing.

Specialty Cartridge i.e. FR-1, NR-1, AR-1,
CR-1 ect......

85 F
125 psi
2 gpm

Limited Warranty

This CuZn filter is designed for use on potable systems only. Its effectiveness may be reduced in areas where
municipally treated water has chemicals such as polyphosphates to alleviate water problems caused by high
iron content. Do not use this filter in water supplies that may reach pressures over the recomended use stated
on the instructions. The manufacturer warrants this product to be free from defects in materials and
workmanship when installed, operated, and maintained in the manner instructed, for a period
of one year from date of purchase. The warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of any filter that fails to
perform due to faulty materials or workmanship during the warranty period. To qualify for this warranty, the
filter must be maintained and replaced as stated in the instructions. Save your receipt. CuZn is not responsible
for any damages occurring during the misuse of this product.
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For information on refills or other products please contact your distributor or Questions? Call
1-800-345-7873
visit www.CuZn.com

